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Overview and Definitions  

Asset mapping refers to taking an inventory of the resources in your community. A 
complete inventory includes resources that range from natural features to buildings and 
roads—and also includes an examination of your community’s economy, social life, 
history and cultural heritage. By taking stock of your community’s resources you may 
discover new opportunities for growth and community development. Knowing what your 
community has to offer will provide you with a sound basis for making development 
decisions. “Asset mapping is derived from an ‘asset-based’ approach to community 
development, and refers to a range of approaches that work from the principle that a 
community can be built only by focusing on the strengths and capacities of the citizens 
and associations that call a neighbourhood, community or county ‘home.’”1  
 
When you’re mapping the assets of a community, there are five types of assets to take 
into account.2 (Some assets may fall into multiple categories depending on how the 
community benefits from each feature.)  

 Built assets are man-made physical things, such as bridges, buildings and roads.  

 Social assets include all the interactions that make up the social life in your 
community and can include youth groups, jogging clubs, book clubs, as well as 
other organizations and institutions. 

 Economic assets include any organizations or activities that generate income for 
people in your community: for example, fish plants, gas stations, restaurants and 
farms.   

 Natural assets include rivers, lakes, mountains and other environmental features, 
as well as the range of resources they provide, such as food and raw materials.  

 Service assets include health and educational services such as hospitals, 
universities and early childhood education centres. 

                                                           
1
 University of Missouri System and Lincoln University. Asset Mapping University of Missouri Extension, 

accessed November 16, 2011, http://extension.missouri.edu/about/fy00-03/assetmapping.htm. 
2
 Tony Fuller, Denyse Guy and Carolyn Pletsh, Asset Mapping: A Handbook (Ottawa, ON: Canadian 

Rural Partnership, National Rural Conference Publications, 2002), accessed November 1, 2011, 
http://www.rwmc.uoguelph.ca/cms/documents/11/Asset_Mapping1.pdf.   
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Key Steps in Asset Mapping 

Before you begin asset mapping, it is important to develop a plan to guide the entire 
process. The following method—summarised from the Guidebook for Learning 
Networks—has proven to be very successful.3 It involves six main steps:  
 

I. Identifying Key Information Sources  

When you are mapping assets there are two types of information you need to collect 
from a community: primary data and secondary data. Primary data is information which 
has not already been compiled. To gather this information, someone will usually go to 
houses or businesses in a community to record information. The researcher can use a 
variety of methods including questionnaires and personal interviews with individuals or 
groups.   
 
When collecting primary data, you should keep the following points in mind:   

 As you plan your project, consider consulting a community member who is 
experienced in this task.  

 Explain the benefits of the project to your potential participants. 

 Develop consistent, focused questions. 

 Avoid sensitive questions. 

 Develop a confidentiality agreement to reassure potential participants that their 
privacy will be protected. 

 Decide upon a time limit for your interviews.  

 Be sure to interview a representative sample of community members. 

 Keep well-organized notes.  

 Collect geotags (information regarding geographical locations or reference 
points).   

 
The term secondary data refers to information that has already been collected and 
compiled in the form of written or visual materials or statistical databases. You can find 
secondary data in the yellow pages, books, magazines, newspapers, reports, websites 
and various types of online databases. When you’re compiling secondary data, a library 
is a good place to start. The librarian can also direct you to other sorts of archives that 
may be useful. Community web pages also contain information that others have already 
documented. When gathering secondary data: 

 Request only information that you need, in order to avoid getting overwhelmed by 
too much data. 

 Check public sources such as university libraries and provincial archives. 

 Try to obtain information in the most suitable format.  

                                                           
3
 Office of Learning Technologies, Community Learning Asset Mapping: A Guidebook for Learning 

Networks, accessed October 16, 2011. http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/hip/lld/olt/resources/toolkit/mapping-
guidebook.pdf. 

http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/hip/lld/olt/resources/toolkit/mapping-guidebook.pdf
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/hip/lld/olt/resources/toolkit/mapping-guidebook.pdf
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 Always make accurate notes about your reference sources.  You will need to 
include this information in any report or presentation of your material. 

 Keep well organized records and transcripts.  

 Collect geotags for representing information on a map.   
 

II. Managing and Storing Data 

You should develop a system for organizing your data to ensure you can easily retrieve 
the information as you need it. Database templates or spreadsheets can help you 
manage information in a systematic and organized way. Choose the type of system that 
best suits your data. While some information can be easily entered into spreadsheets, 
other types of valuable data—such as stories or social connections that you’ve noted 
during your research—will need to be organized in other ways. Be sure to make back 
up copies of all your files.  
 

III. Effectively Recording 

The most important resource in asset mapping is people: people to give the information 
and people to get the information. You may want to put together a team of people to 
gather information in the community. It can be helpful to set up training sessions for the 
team members who will be recording the community information. Here a few tips for 
those recording primary information: 

 Use a digital recorder whenever possible. This makes it easy to transfer 
information to a computer. In some cases, however, people may not feel 
comfortable being recorded. 

 Always take notes.  (If you’re also recording a session, the notes will serve as a 
back up and guide.) Document your information (expand your notes) as soon as 
possible to ensure you write an accurate account while the information is fresh in 
your mind. Always keep a back up of your material.  

 Use a set of core questions to get at the information you want to collect.   

 Keep an open, curious mind in order to avoid biased recording. Try not to ask 
questions in a way that will influence people’s answers.  

 Be sure you work within your time and budget constraints and respect both your 
respondents and other members of your team. 

 
IV. Producing Maps and Summarizing Findings 

Once you have gathered all your information, the next step is to create the map aspect 
of your project. Your map may include photos, text, charts—whatever works best for the 
type of data you’re gathering and for how you’re planning to use the data. The map will 
let you take a closer look at relationships and connections in your community. Make a 
note of any gaps that still need to be filled. Don’t forget to update your map to keep it 
accurate. When you’ve completed your map, you can use the information to prepare 
proposals for the changes you wish to make in your community. 
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V.  Using Your Asset Map to Create an Action Plan 

You can use the information you’ve gathered in your asset mapping to create an action 
plan for community development. For example, perhaps the information has given you 
an idea for a pilot project that could benefit your community. You can use the data from 
the asset mapping to provide direction for the project. Drawing on the information in 
your asset map will also help you consider the social, economic, cultural and 
institutional dimensions of your community development projects.    
 

VI. Celebrating and Sharing Findings 

Once you have gathered your information, it’s important to share what you have learned 
with your community. You can do this in various ways: by holding an open house, 
posting results on the internet, meeting with community groups or preparing policy 
briefs, for example. By reconnecting with project participants and other partners you can 
gather feedback and create goodwill for future community projects. This will make 
everyone involved more likely to give feedback and input in the future.  
 
Strategies and Approaches  

There are numerous ways to approach Asset Mapping. The following three approaches 
were identified in a handbook prepared for the Canadian Rural Partnership in 2002.4  
The first of these is the Whole Assets Approach, which is a general approach, looking at 
all the assets within a community. The other two approaches are variations which focus 
on specific types of research and kinds of assets in your community: the Storytelling 
Approach and the Heritage Approach.  
 
The Whole Assets Approach 

 This approach takes into account all the assets that individuals have identified as 
being part of their community and the surrounding area, including built, social, 
economic, natural and service assets. 

 While this approach takes more time than the others, it provides the most 
comprehensive picture of the resources in your community. 

 This is often the most appropriate approach to asset mapping when 
representatives of the whole community are involved.  Identifying the most 
important assets in your community should help you identify a common cause 
and suggest which steps to take next in community development.  

 
The Storytelling Approach 

 Using the storytelling approach can help you discover the social history of your 
community. 

                                                           
4
 Tony Fuller, Denyse Guy and Carolyn Pletsh, Asset Mapping: A Handbook (Ottawa, ON: Canadian 

Rural Partnership, National Rural Conference Publications, 2002) accessed November 1, 2011 
http://www.rwmc.uoguelph.ca/cms/documents/11/Asset_Mapping1.pdf.   

 

http://www.rwmc.uoguelph.ca/cms/documents/11/Asset_Mapping1.pdf
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 This is a creative approach that may help you discover assets that can be 
combined to create various sorts of projects. 

 Some of the stories you record may be inspirational accounts of triumph over 
adversity or examples of personal courage or leadership that could foster a 
sense of pride in your community and its history.   

 Using this approach is an effective way to involve newcomers and help them 
develop a sense of your community and its history.  

 
The Heritage Approach 

 The heritage typically approach focuses on the importance of physical features 
(natural or built) and illustrates their role in making a community special. It is 
important to note, however, that communities also have what is referred to as 
“intangible heritage,” or non-physical expressions of a community’s history and 
identity (such as stories, performing arts or local knowledge, for example). 

 By highlighting the features of both the natural environment (for example, 
beaches and hiking trails) and the built features (for example, churches, old 
trestle bridges and town halls) this approach  fosters a strong sense of 
community identity. 

 This approach has a narrower focus and can be completed in less time than the 
above approaches. The heritage approach is ideal for generating ideas for 
tourism marketing projects and for creating interest in community beautification.  

 

Overcoming Challenges and Creating Opportunities  
 

As with any approach to community development, asset mapping will pose certain 
challenges. Here are some of the common challenges you may encounter and tips for 
dealing with them:5 

 Community Participation – Getting community members involved is the key to 
successful asset mapping.  Sometimes it may take some encouragement to get 
people to take part. Some ways to approach this are by: 

o inviting people to do a “small part of a big project”; 
o personally inviting people to participate or to attend meetings and events; 
o asking people to help run the meetings, so they feel they are playing a 

valuable role in the process; 
o holding a mixture of large and small events, as some people feel more 

comfortable in different settings; and 
o encouraging younger people, who may be concerned about the 

community’s future. 

 Appropriate Timing - Finding the most suitable time to conduct the project is 
important.  

o In terms of weather, perhaps spring – fall is the most suitable time to avoid 
harsh winter conditions and busy summer schedules.  

                                                           
5
 P.A Sharpe et al. “Assets-Oriented Community Assessment,” Public Health Report, 115, 2-3 (2000): 

205-211. 
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o Plan your project to take advantage of times when most people will be 
available and avoid times—long weekends, for example—when many 
people will be away. 

o Be sure your project doesn’t cause timing conflicts with other community 
events. 

 Follow-through – Be sure to follow through with the plan you developed at the 
beginning of your project.  After you have completed your asset mapping project, 
find an appropriate way to present the results to the community. Ideally, you will 
also assemble a team to pursue projects that have been identified as a result of 
the asset mapping exercise.  

  
Conclusion 
 

Kretzmann and McKnight warn that by focusing on the needs and challenges in your 
community, using ‘needs’ language, you could overlook larger opportunities that come 
with what you already have. “Your goal is to find good things in the way of economic 
activity, make them keep happening, and increase the ways and places they happen. 
Therefore the point is to think about potential and about the ways existing potential can 
be directed to existing opportunities. This is a very different perspective from a ‘needs’ 
perspective, and working this way can be much more exciting. Encouraging local people 
to build the economy through creative use of their capabilities is what will get stalled 
economies off the ground.”6 
 
Asset mapping is an effective way to take stock of all the resources your community has 
to offer. The process of asset mapping should help you generate ideas for community 
projects that can help you address needs and take advantage of opportunities. When 
you’ve completed your asset mapping, the results should help you develop a more 
informed approach to community development. It is also a valuable way to create 
community spirit by getting people to work together and highlighting the positive aspects 
of your community.  
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About this Community Development Toolkit 

 
This community development toolkit was created by Kayla White and Kassandra Lynch, with 
editorial review by Kelly Vodden, Ahmed Khan and Gail Collins. The toolkit was created as part 
of a community-based research project undertaken by students in an undergraduate course at 
Memorial University, Department of Geography, instructed by Dr. Kelly Vodden (Geography 
3350 – Community and Regional Planning and Development). The project was completed in 
partnership with the Central Region Community of Practice – Community Development. Using a 
‘Community of Practice’ learning approach the project was intended to provide resources that 
introduce students and community development practitioners to several key community 
development and regional planning tools and concepts. The financial support for this project 
provided by the Rural Secretariat-Executive Council, as well as the support and participation of 
Regional Partnership Planners Linda Brett and Tanya Noble, is gratefully acknowledged.  
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